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Hello and welcome to Celebrate CRA 2022!
Our annual gala marks the 45th anniversary of the 1977 federal Community
Reinvestment Act—U.S. law that ensures big banks help meet the credit
needs of their communities, especially in low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. DCRAC remains the only group in Delaware with this
mission, and we’re proud to celebrate our shared achievements with you
today.
We’re also celebrating DCRAC’s 35th anniversary and the 25th annual
Celebrate CRA event! Due to public health concerns, we’re once again
virtual…but no less excited to mark another year of transforming
Delawareans’ financial lives. As you’ll see in the event program and in our
accompanying annual report on the state of our programs, 2022 has been
a transformative, exciting year for the DCRAC family.
The year’s gala theme embodies the heart of DCRAC: our team, our clients,
and our supporters are all “Game Changers, Risk Takers.” There’s no reward
with risk, and together, we take risks to change the game at every level
and deliver for the people of Delaware.
For individual clients, we advocate, educate, and interpret, so that each can
manage their own financial future and thrive within mainstream banking
and legal systems that weren’t necessarily designed for their needs.
Working across the state’s philanthropic communities, we proudly partner
with other organizations to match services with need, ensuring everyone
who walks through our doors has the support, resources, and knowledge
they came for—whether it’s at DCRAC or elsewhere.
To each of our awardees, thank you for all you do. We see pieces of
ourselves in you, and it is an honor to have you with us now, even virtually.
Your efforts are truly changing so many games for so many people—and
your risks continue to pay off in new and thrilling ways.
This year’s Celebrate CRA awardees represent dedicated teams of people
going above and beyond. Each organization has found ways to make a real
community impact, whether they create jobs, transform workplaces, or
even just keep the lights on. This year and every year, we are so fortunate
to be part of Delaware’s broader nonprofit community, and to count the
people in it as our friends.
Let’s celebrate!
~Rashmi
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Charlie Vincent, Spur Impact

James H. Sills, Jr., CRA Leadership Award
Named for our founder, the James H. Sills, Jr. CRA Leadership
Award recognizes someone who has changed how we impact our
communities.
This year’s recipient is Charlie Vincent of the Spur Impact
Association. Charlie is a true risk taker: he left a perfectly good job
to start a nonprofit that serves other nonprofits, already the
purview of risk-takers.
That’s probably why we at DCRAC feel such affinity for Spur Impact
—they assist small but mighty organizations like ours, and they
change the game in ways large and small. Charlie also launched
“Do More Delaware,” our state’s annual giving day, which has
raised millions of dollars for nonprofits here. The name “Spur
Impact” says it all: Charlie is a mover, a shaker, and doer.

Spur Impact
Mission: Get Involved. Be Inspired. Spur Impact.
Focused on ways to #SpurImpact, Spur Impact supports strong
regional workforce development and talent retention initiatives.
Primary initiatives, the #MILLSUMMIT and Delaware Gives, are
focused on developing emerging leaders and empowering them
to make a bigger impact to help transform their careers and
communities, including by helping strengthen the pipeline of
future leaders in our region. Also focused on connecting these
leaders with each other, as well as with other community and
nonprofit leaders to help build better relationships and strengthen
the philanthropic ecosystem. The Delaware Gives™ platform is
used by hundreds of Delaware nonprofit organizations to raise
more unrestricted dollars from their supporters through
crowdfunding and other fundraising-focused events.
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Partners for Justice, Vichal Kumar

James S. Angus Excellence in Community Service Award
Named after our longest-standing volunteer, the James S. Angus Excellence
in Community Service Award recognizes contributions to the public good—
and game-chargers—that come through the power of connections.
Partners for Justice takes an approach that we at DCRAC recognize. Led by
Regional Program Director for Delaware and Texas Vichal Kumar, the
organization places prospective law students in the Delaware public
defender’s offices, where they represent defendants in criminal cases—not
as lawyers, but as advocates.
PFJ advocates work with the Office of Defense Services to coordinate their
clients’ civil and ancillary needs—like finding housing, opening a bank
account, and completing coursework. With those wraparound services, and
with their needs more easily met, many clients can avoid re-offending and
stay out of trouble. We are consistently, though not surprised to be, amazed
by what PFJ’s volunteers accomplish.

Partners for Justice
Partners for Justice (PFJ) was founded to transform public defense locally
and across the United States to ensure that race and wealth no longer
determine legal outcomes. This means ensuring that public defenders are
equipped to assist clients in accessing supportive community services,
secure better legal outcomes both inside and outside the courtroom, and
ensure that more people can walk away from the criminal legal system with
their rights, life, and future protected. Our flagship program embeds trained
non-attorney Client Advocates in public defender offices, immediately
expanding their capacity to offer clients wraparound support and fight the
enmeshed penalties of arrest. We also help public defenders incorporate
holistic approaches into their systems and practice. Since our launch in 2018,
PFJ has grown from a two-site pilot to partnering with 12 offices across the
country. We have leveraged over $2 million in local governmental support
and saved our clients nearly 130 years in jail.
Vichal Kumar is PFJ’s Regional Program Director for Delaware and Texas. He
was formerly the Managing Attorney for the Civil Defense Practice at
Neighborhood Defender Service of Harlem.
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Help Initiative

Charles T. Kistler & Harold Stafford
Blanche L. Jackson Volunteerism Award

The Blanche L. Jackson Volunteerism Award is named for Stepping
Stones Community Federal Credit Union’s leader, first as a volunteer
for eight years and now as its CEO.
This year, we recognize an organization that encourages excellence
and stimulates a culture of unselfish giving: the HELP Initiative. Where
many of us insist on pursuing complicated problems with hard
solutions, the HELP Initiative, co-led by a former DCRAC board
member, landed on a simple innovation that has transformed lowerincome neighborhoods throughout Delaware.
The group’s Lights-ON Delaware Strong campaign goes door-to-door
to install energy efficient lightbulbs on people’s porches. In addition to
improving lighting in residential areas, this small change also reduces
a home’s energy expenses, measurably drives down crime, and gets
people out on their front porch and into the community more, proving
that game-changers don’t have to think big to act big.

HELP Initiative
The HELP Initiative was established in Delaware on April 19, 2016. With
each successive year, they have increased the breadth and scope of
their services and programs, providing them for more communities
and broadening their base of partners.
The goals of the Lights-ON Delaware Strong program are to:
Save residents money on electric bills
Achieve up to a 10% reduction in crime
Build a greater sense of community
Find ways to involve youth
Encourage reinvestment in businesses as well as in homes
Reestablish or build upon relationships

Thanks for making every
day one more step forward.
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Downs Syndrome Café
Lawrence Camp Gates

Austin J. Edison Board of Directors Award
The Austin J. Edison Board of Directors Award honors a longtime
DCRAC board member and individuals like him who give their time,
talents, and money in service of our community.
This year’s awardee is the Down Syndrome Association of Delaware
and its new DSA Café. DSA has been a key resource for the Down
Syndrome community in Delaware for a long time. Like DCRAC, they
are advocates, service providers, and connective tissue for families
and individuals.
Last year, the DSA Café opened with almost every job filled by
someone with Down Syndrome. From customer service to café
operations, the workers get real on-the-job experience that they can
use in the wider world and DSA has a creative new revenue stream.
Visit its Newark location at 1240 Capitol Trail!

Down Syndrome Association of Delaware and the DSA Café
The Down Syndrome Association of Delaware (DSA) Cafe and Gift
Shop opened in September 2021 and employs adults with Down
syndrome in job training internship. The internship provides both
prep cook and customer service job training, giving interns the skills
and resources to then move on to integrated job opportunities.
The Down Syndrome Association of Delaware’s mission is to support
families, promote community involvement, and encourage a lifetime
of opportunities for people with Down syndrome. We envision and
work to create a future where individuals with Down syndrome are
healthy, happy, and successful, and where they and their families are
effective advocates for their needs.

